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Abstract10

Both humans and animals are known to exhibit a violation of ratio-11

nality known as "decoy e§ect": introducing an irrelevant alternative (a12

decoy) can ináuence choices among other (relevant) alternatives1;2;3. Ex-13

actly how and why decoys trigger this e§ect is not known. It may be14

an example of fast heuristic decision-making which is adaptive in natural15

environments4;5, but may lead to biased choices in certain markets or ex-16

periments. We used functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and17

transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) to investigate the neural under-18

pinning of the decoy e§ect. The left ventral striatum was more active19

when the chosen alternative dominated the decoy (compared with when20

the same chosen alternative did not). This suggests that the decoy may21

ináuence the valuation of other alternatives, making valuation context-22

dependent. Consistent with the idea that control is recruited to prevent23

heuristics from producing biased choices6, the right inferior frontal gyrus24

(rIFG), often implicated in inhibiting prepotent responses7;8, connected25

more strongly with the striatum when participants successfully overrode26

the decoy e§ect and made unbiased choices (compared with when they27

were not successful). This is further supported by our TMS experiment:28

participants whose rIFG was temporarily disrupted made biased choices29

more often than a control group. Our results suggest that the decoy e§ect30

is due to context-dependent activation of the reward area. But the dif-31

ferential connectivity from the frontal area may indicate how deliberate32

control monitors and corrects errors in heuristic decision making.33

SummaryWe used functional magnetic resonance imaging and transcranial34

magnetic stimulation to study the neural context e§ect caused by a decoy, its35

trial-by-trial strength, and the possible control mechanism recruited to overcome36

a potential decision-making bias.37
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In standard economic theory, decision-making is represented as assigning38

value to each feasible alternative and choosing the alternative with the highest39

value. In this theory, the value of an alternative depends only on its intrinsic40

properties, not on the context in which it appears. NeuroscientiÖc studies sug-41

gest that the brain does encode values of available alternatives9, but there is42

mixed evidence on the extent to which these values depend on the context10;11.43

Counterfactual outcomes of a lottery (i.e., outcomes that could have, but did44

not occur) have been shown to be a source of context-dependence for human45

subjects12;13. Intuitively, winning Öve dollars in a lottery where this is the46

smallest possible prize is not as rewarding as winning Öve dollars in a lottery47

where this is the largest possible prize. Adjusting the responses of neurons in48

the reward area to the range of possible outcomes in this way may be an e¢cient49

way for the brain to utilize the neuronsí limited Öring range.50

Since the counterfactual outcomes of a lottery had a chance of occurring,51

they may have ináuenced anticipations, which may a§ect the evaluation of the52

Önal outcome, perhaps by triggering disappointment or elation. In a sense,53

any outcome with a positive probability of occurring is a relevant part of the54

lottery. Suppose, however, that a participant chooses from a set of options, one55

of which should be completely irrelevant to rational decision-making (in a sense56

to be made precise below). Will the brain manage to disregard the irrelevant57

alternative, and save its limited Öring range for the viable options? Or will58

the valuations of the viable (relevant) options be ináuenced by the irrelevant59

option? We study this question in the context of the decoy problem, well known60

from the literature on animal behavior1 and consumer marketing2.61

The decoy problem can be illustrated by the pricing of The Economist62

magazine3. A print-only subscription, and a print-and-digital subscription which63

includes both print and digital access, are priced the same. The print-only sub-64

scription is a decoy option which nobody is expected to choose, because it is65

clearly worse to get only print access than to get both print and digital accesses66

at the same price. However, controlled laboratory experiments2 have shown a67
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"decoy e§ect": the existence of the decoy tends to increase the demand for the68

print-and-digital subscription. But does the presence of a seemingly "irrelevant"69

decoy actually ináuence the valuation of other options ? Our results indicate70

that it does, even when choices are not ináuenced by the decoy (so that there is71

no decoy e§ect in the usual, choice behavior, sense). Thus, valuation does seem72

to depend on "irrelevant" aspects of the context. Our results hint at ways the73

brain may try to prevent this from leading to biased decisions.74

Using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), we scanned 32 par-75

ticipants when they made choices from a series of two- and three-item menus.76

The items on the menus were restaurant meals with speciÖed prices and quality77

levels. Formally, alternative X dominates alternative X 0 if and only if X is both78

cheaper and has a higher quality than X 0. (In our notation, an alternative that79

is dominated by X will always be denoted X 0.) Some of the three-item menus80

contained a decoy item that was dominated by another item on the menu and81

hence, according to economic theory, should be irrelevant to decision-making.82

Domination, when it occurred, was always asymmetric in the sense that the83

decoy was dominated only by one item, called the target, and not by the other,84

called the competitor (supplementary information (SI), S1.4).85

The trials that included a decoy (called the decoy trials) were paired, so86

that each undominated alternative would be the target in one trial and the87

competitor in the other. Such a pair of decoy trials has the form fA;B;A0g and88

fA;B;B0g, and this will be referred to as a matching pair (of decoy trials). The89

undominated alternatives A and B are the same in both trials of the matching90

pair. The only di§erence is that, in fA;B;A0g the decoy A0 is dominated by91

A but not by B, while in fA;B;B0g the decoy B0 is dominated by B but not92

by A14. Matching pairs of decoy trials are the main focus of our analysis. We93

do not compare three-item decoy trials with two-item trials without decoys,94

because choosing from a larger menu may be di§erent from choosing from a95

smaller menu, and this may confound the analysis. Four trials are illustrated in96

Figure 1a.97
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Behaviorally, 81.20% of the matching pairs were consistent, in the sense that98

the choice was independent of the decoy. That is, the participant chose the same99

alternative from fA;B;A0g and fA;B;B0g. 16.41% exhibited preference rever-100

sals, in the sense that the participant switched her preference from A to B when101

the decoy changed from A0 to B0(Figure 1b)15. That is, the participant chose A102

from fA;B;A0g and B from fA;B;B0g. In terms of choice behavior, context-103

independence seems to be the norm (accounting for 81.20% of the matching104

pairs). But valuations may be context-dependent even when choice is not, be-105

cause a change in values does not necessarily lead to a change in the chosen106

alternative.107

In a decoy trial, the choice is said to be Along the decoy if the target is chosen108

and Against the decoy if the competitor is chosen. In a consistent matching pair,109

the same alternative, say A, is chosen both from fA;B;A0g and fA;B;B0g. The110

choice is hence Along the decoy when A is chosen from fA;B;A0g and Against111

the decoy when A is chosen from fA;B;B0g. The response time (RT) suggests112

that it was easier to make a choice along the decoy than against the decoy113

in consistent trials. Across all participants, the average RT was 8.36 seconds114

in Along trials and 9.94 seconds in Against trials. The average percentage115

decrease of RT in Along is 16.20% which is strongly signiÖcantly di§erent from116

zero (Figure 1c). Thus, in consistent trials, where by deÖnition the chosen117

alternative does not depend on the decoy, choosing along the decoy still seems118

easier than choosing against it.119

We will look for a neural manifestation of a decoy e§ect, in the sense of120

context-dependent valuations, in consistent trials. If valuations are context-121

independent, the valuation area should not di§erentiate between the Along and122

Against trials of a consistent matching pair. But if valuations are context-123

dependent, an alternative will tend to be more highly valued when it dominates124

the decoy, so the Along trial will be more rewarding than the Against trial125

even though the chosen alternative is the same. Context-dependence therefore126

leads to the prediction that reward-sensitive areas will be more activated in127
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Along than in Against trials of consistent matching pairs. This prediction was128

supported by our fMRI data. The left ventral striatum was signiÖcantly more129

active in the Along than in the Against consistent trials (Figure 2a). The130

striatum activity was observed at putamen and extended medially to caudate131

and anteriorly to insula16. Notice that the Along-Against contrast involves a132

pair of trials with three-item menus, the same undominated items appear on133

both menus, and the same item is chosen from both menus. The only di§erence134

to which di§erential activity can be attributed is that the chosen item dominates135

the decoy in the Along but not in the Against trials17.136

Two additional pieces of evidence support the interpretation that choosing137

along the decoy is more rewarding than choosing against it. First, although pre-138

vious research has indicated that the striatum does code reward18;19, we provide139

direct evidence for the connection between the striatum and reward by estimat-140

ing the utility of each alternative A, denoted u(A), using data from post-test141

choices in two-item menus with no decoys (SI, S4.2). The utility u(A) depends142

on item Aís price as well as its quality. We refer to u(A) as the intrinsic utility143

of A, because it corresponds to the utility from Aís intrinsic properties in the144

absence of a decoy. We found that the striatum activity correlates parametri-145

cally with the estimated intrinsic utility of the chosen item positively (Figure146

2b). Hence in our data, there is evidence that the striatum may be coding147

reward. The active cluster overlaps with what we discovered when contrasting148

Along to Against (SI, Figure S1), rendering our interpretation that it was more149

rewarding choosing along the decoy than choosing against it plausible. Second,150

across participants, the di§erential striatum activity in Along versus in Against151

positively correlated with two behavioral measures of how ìdecoyableî a par-152

ticipant is. The Örst such measure is simply the number of preference reversals153

(Figure 2c). The second measure, denoted &, will be introduced below (Figure154

2d). Thus, more decoyable participants experienced a larger increase in reward155

when the chosen alternative dominated the decoy. This match between the be-156

havioral measures and the neural e§ect is consistent with the hypothesis that157
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context-dependent valuation causes the decoy e§ect.158

How well an alternative will satisfy a personís wants and needs depends on159

the intrinsic properties of price and quality. If valuations are ináuenced by irrel-160

evant aspects of the context, choices may become biased (i.e., the intrinsically161

less valuable option may be chosen). Unbiased choice may require some cogni-162

tive control. To look into how control could be recruited, we Örst construct a163

measure of the trial-by-trial strength of the decoy e§ect, which will guide us to164

the potential e§ect of cognitive control on valuation.165

The number of preference reversals can be used to compare, between-participant,166

who is more decoyable. But it cannot be used to determine within-participant167

when she feels the decoy e§ect more strongly. Moreover, as argued above, in168

consistent trials the decoy may have an e§ect on valuations which is not reáected169

in choices. To construct a trial-by-trial estimate of the decoy e§ect, we modify170

a simpliÖed linear ballistic accumulator (LBA) model. The idea behind LBA171

is that choice is made when the accumulated evidence in favor of the chosen172

alternative has reached a threshold. The accumulation of evidence is faster if173

the evidence is stronger, so on average there is an inverse relationship between174

the strength of evidence and RT20. Translating these ideas into our experiment,175

if the menu in trial t is fA;B;A0g, because A0 is dominated the race will be176

between A and B. Intrinsic utilities u(A) and u(B) were estimated in the post-177

test as mentioned above. Thus, the intrinsic utility di§erence between A and178

B is u(A) # u(B). We hypothesized that the decoy e§ect in trial t causes the179

relative value assigned to the target to be shifted by some amount d(t). Since A180

is the target in fA;B;A0g, due to the presence of the decoy the decision utility181

di§erence will be u(A)#u(B)+d(t). Here d(t) represents the amount by which182

the decoy e§ect favors the target, A, relative to the competitor, B, in trial t.183

While we might expect d(t) to be positive on average, we make no assumption184

regarding the sign of d(t).185

In terms of the LBA model, the strength of the ìevidenceî favoring A is186
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u(A) # u(B) + d(t), the sum of the intrinsic utility di§erence and the decoy187

e§ect of this trial d(t). Thus, if A is chosen from fA;B;A0g in trial t, we188

assume RT is inversely proportional to u(A)# u(B) + d(t),189

RT =
T

u(A)# u(B) + d(t)
(1)

for some threshold constant T > 0. If instead the menu in trial t is fA;B;B0g,190

then since B is the target, the decoy e§ect favors B. Therefore, if d(t) is the191

strength of the decoy e§ect in trial t, the decision utility di§erence, i.e., the192

strength of the ìevidenceî favoring A, is u(A) # u(B) # d(t). Thus, if A is193

chosen from fA;B;B0g then RT is inversely proportional to u(A)#u(B)#d(t),194

RT =
T

u(A)# u(B)# d(t)
: (2)

For any decoy trial, d(t) satisÖes equation (1) in Along trials (where A195

is chosen from fA;B;A0g) and (2) in Against trials (where A is chosen from196

fA;B;B0g). We assume that d(t) is drawn from a normal distribution with197

participant-speciÖc mean & and standard deviation -. Note that & can be inter-198

preted as a participantís average decoy e§ect. Even though we expect it to be199

positive, whether it is positive, zero or negative is left open. We use maximum200

likelihood to estimate T , & and - for each participant. The trial-by-trial decoy201

e§ect d(t) is then backed out from (1) in Along trials and from (2) in Against202

trials. Notice that the sign in front of d(t) is di§erent in (1) and in (2), because203

the decoy e§ect favors a di§erent alternative in the two cases. A random com-204

ponent of the intrinsic utility di§erence would not áip sign in this way, so d(t)205

cannot be interpreted as an estimate of random utility21. Similarly, d(t) is not206

a monotonic function of RT. In Along trials, the shorter RT is the stronger the207

decoy e§ect is (because the decoy is "helping" the target to be chosen quickly),208

but in Against trials, the shorter RT is the weaker the decoy e§ect is (because209

the decoy is working against the choice of the competitor).210

The results of the estimation suggest that the model is appropriate. A par-211

ticipantís estimated average decoy e§ect, &, is a measure of how ìdecoyableî212
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she is. If the decoy indeed makes the target more valuable, & is expected to213

be positive. For all but two participants, it is indeed positive. Furthermore, &214

strongly positively correlated with the number of preference reversals (Figure215

3a) suggesting it e§ectively captures how decoyable each participant is. As men-216

tioned above, & also strongly positively correlated with the di§erential striatum217

activity in Along versus in Against. This strengthens the case for the higher218

activity in Along than in Against being evidence that participants Önd choos-219

ing along the decoy more rewarding than choosing against it. Since T can be220

interpreted as the threshold for making a decision, a larger T should imply a221

longer RT, and indeed the positive correlation between T and the average RT222

of decoy trials is very strong (SI, S4.5).223

For each participant, we divided the decoy trials into two halves depending224

on the size of d(t). The half with large d(t) was classiÖed as Strong trials, sug-225

gesting a strong decoy e§ect. The half with small d(t) was classiÖed as Weak226

trials. Neurally, no region was found contrasting Strong to Weak. The left in-227

ferior parietal lobule (IPL) was the only region more active contrasting Weak228

to Strong (Figure 3b). Its activity in fact parametrically tracks d(t) negatively229

(Figure 3c)22. IPL has previously been implicated in goal-directed preparation230

of attention23;24;25. In particular, IPL close to our activation cluster is activated231

more when there is a switch than when a task is repeated, when trials are in-232

congruent than when they are congruent in the Stroop or áanker tasks, when233

stimulus and response are incompatible than when they are compatible, and234

when working memory is more heavily taxed26;27;28;29. The common denomi-235

nator in these experiments is that IPL may support the allocation of attention236

to facilitate task-relevant representations. As part of a general network sub-237

serving voluntary attention, this may explain why there is higher IPL activity,238

suggesting heightened attention, when the decoy e§ect d(t) is smaller.239

If the decoy e§ect increases the valuation of the target, it could potentially240

lead to the wrong decision in trials where the target is intrinsically worse than241

the competitor. Presumably, it is impossible to inhibit processing of the decoy242
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at the perceptual level. But at a higher level, control may prevent interference243

from the decoy and help refocus on the relevant aspects of the choice situation244

(the intrinsic properties of the undominated alternatives). We do not Önd a245

direct modulation from the IPL in our data. We do Önd a plausible indirect246

modulation which we will further verify by a transcranial magnetic stimulation247

(TMS) experiment.248

We looked into how the putative control was recruited by the following two249

psychophysiological interaction analyses. We divided the decoy trials into two250

halves. The half where the target has a lower intrinsic utility than the com-251

petitor is categorized as Conáict. The other half, where the target has higher252

intrinsic utility, is categorized as NoConáict30. In a Conáict trial, the target has253

lower intrinsic utility, and thus control may be required to override the decoy254

e§ect and prevent the target from being chosen. In a NoConáict trial, the target255

has higher intrinsic utility, so the decoy e§ect is less problematic and control256

presumably less critical. When attention is heightened and control is more likely257

to make a di§erence, we might expect a stronger connectivity between the area258

supporting attention and that implementing control.259

We took the average activity of a 4-mm sphere surrounding a peak voxel of260

IPL as the seed to examine whole-brain whether any area exhibits stronger func-261

tional connectivity with IPL in Conáict than in NoConáict. The right inferior262

frontal gyrus (rIFG) is the only region that has this stronger task-related con-263

nectivity (Figure 4a). The rIFG is postulated to be a site where goal-directed264

and stimulus-driven attention converge31;23. Neuroimaging studies implicate this265

area in supporting inhibition to implement control32;33;34. It is more active in266

No-Go/Stop-Signal trials than in Go trials, in invalid Posner cueing trials than267

in valid ones, in trials where recent history may interfere than when it may not ñ268

all possibly reáecting processes related to overriding prepotent responses7;8. The269

rIFG has been implicated in a number of other exertions requiring self-control,270

such as inhibiting an incorrect answer to a problem of logic35 and focusing on271

the facts rather than the framing of a question36. It has even been implicated272
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in the decision to quit smoking37. The presence of the irrelevant decoy is more273

critical to decision-making in a Conáict trial than in a NoConáict trial38. The274

stronger functional connectivity between IPL and rIFG could possibly be due to275

the posterior area signaling the conáicting representations to the frontal cortex276

for control28. Anatomical connections between IPL and IFG have been demon-277

strated using di§usion-weighted imaging39;40. As previous studies indicate that278

rIFG may play a role in inhibiting irrelevant responses, our connectivity result279

caused us to explore further the role of rIFG in our data.280

We have argued that the striatum seems to code the decision utility of the281

chosen item. The observation that the striatum is more active in Along than282

in Against suggests that the decision utility of a chosen item tends to increase283

when it is the target, which may lead to biased choices in Conáict trials. If284

the role of control is to reduce this bias, it would tend to o§set this di§erential285

activity in Along versus in Against by either increasing the decision utility of286

the chosen option in Against trials, or reducing it in Along trials, or both. This287

suggests that the control area may correlate more strongly with the reward288

area in Against than in Along Conáict trials. In Conáict trials the target is289

intrinsically worse than the competitor, so if the choice is along the decoy then290

control was not successfully applied, as the intrinsically best alternative is not291

chosen; if the choice is against the decoy then the intrinsically best alternative292

is chosen41. Hence, by considering the di§erential connectivity with a control293

area in Against versus in Along Conáict trials, we are contrasting trials where294

control is successful with trials where control is unsuccessful.295

We took the average activity of a 4-mm sphere surrounding a peak voxel of296

rIFG identiÖed above as the seed to examine whether the striatum has a dif-297

ferential functional connectivity with rIFG in Against than in Along of Conáict298

trials. In a whole-brain search, the left striatum shows a stronger task-related299

functional connectivity with rIFG (Figure 4b). The active cluster overlaps with300

what we discovered when contrasting Along to Against of consistent trials (SI,301

Figure S5). This is consistent with a possible role of rIFG in reducing the decoy-302
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induced bias in the decision utility. Anatomical connections between IFG and303

striatum have been demonstrated. Restricted frontostriatal di§usion seems to304

correlate with greater control, hinting at its contribution to the recruitment of305

control42.306

The two connectivity results provide evidence on the role of rIFG. rIFG307

exhibits di§erential functional connectivity with the striatum, hinting at its308

possible ináuence on choices. As it is often implicated in overriding irrelevant309

responses, rIFG may play a role in implementing control to overcome a potential310

decoy-induced decision-bias. We used TMS to investigate this further (SI, S5).311

We applied theta burst TMS to temporarily interfere with the region of interest312

before participants started the choice task43;44. In one group of participants,313

the IFG group, the site of stimulation was at the peak voxel of rIFG identiÖed314

from the fMRI experiment. In the other group, the vertex group, the site of315

stimulation was the vertex. Each group had 32 participants, the same number316

as in the fMRI experiment. If rIFG plays a role in inhibiting the decoy-induced317

bias, then when it is temporarily disrupted, the inhibitory control is expected to318

be weaker, and the decoy e§ect is expected to be stronger45. In terms of choices,319

we thus expected the IFG group to exhibit more preference reversals than the320

vertex group. In terms of RT, because a strong decoy e§ect is expected to make321

it much easier to choose along the decoy than against it, we expected the IFG322

group to have a larger percentage decrease of RT in Along trials, compared with323

Against trials, than the vertex group.324

These expectations were born out in the TMS experiment. The IFG group325

on average had a preference reversal rate of 25.30% whereas the vertex group326

had 18.72%, an increase of 6.58 percentage points. The t-test for comparing the327

preference reversal rate of the IFG group with that of the vertex group has a328

p-value (one-tailed) of 0.048 (Figure 4c). For the IFG group, on average, the RT329

was 7.23 seconds in Along trials and 9.08 seconds in Against trials. The average330

percentage decrease of RT in Along trials, compared with Against trials, was331

19.22%. For the vertex group, on average, the RT was 6.68 seconds in Along332
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trials and 7.47 seconds in Against trials. The average percentage decrease of333

RT in Along trials, compared with Against trials, was 9.05%. The t-test for334

comparing the average percentage decrease of RT in Along trials, compared335

with Against trials, of the IFG group with that of the vertex group has a p-336

value (one-tailed) of 0.023 (Figure 4d).337

In some naturally occurring choice situations, context-dependent valuation338

may be adaptive4. In sequential decision problems, optimal decisions depend339

on a comparison of the current option with its background5. Discovering an340

option that dominates other alternatives in the background can make it opti-341

mal to choose it right away. Thus, a context-dependent valuation that gives a342

positive connotation to dominance may be adaptive. There are, however, sev-343

eral reasons why such heuristics may sometimes lead to suboptimal decisions46.344

First, someone may be trying to manipulate the decision maker. For example,345

a productís intrinsic properties of price and quality will determine how well346

it will satisfy the consumerís wants and needs, i.e., will determine the expe-347

rienced (or intrinsic) utility ñ but by introducing artiÖcial decoy alternatives,348

marketers make the decision utility exceed the experienced utility. Second, the349

assumptions underlying the normal operation of the system may be violated.350

For example, the heuristics may be well adapted to sequential tasks, but not351

to the rather artiÖcial static tasks in our experiment. Third, some decision352

problems are too complex for purely a§ective judgments, and require more de-353

liberative and ìrationalî cognitive processes. All three reasons are relevant to354

our experiment. The decoy e§ect may be an evolved adaptation that illumi-355

nates the on-line judgments made by the decision-making system, rather than356

a ìdesign áaw.î It may be analogous to visual illusions, e.g., the Ebbinghaus357

illusion where the perceived size of an object depends on the sizes of neighboring358

objects47;48, which is adaptive in ecologically relevant scenarios.359
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Figure 1 

Figure 1a Sample screens from the experiment. Participants were endowed with 1500 
New Taiwan Dollars (roughly 50 US dollars) to spend in each trial and made choices 
from a series of two- and three-item menus. The items on the menus were restaurant 
meals with specified prices and quality levels in which higher percentages imply 
better qualities (SI, S1.2 and S1.4). The trial in the top left corner is a two-item trial 
whereas that in the top right corner is a three-item trial. The two trials in the bottom 
panel are a matching pair of decoy trials. In this example, option A is the item with 
quality 72% and price $680; option B has quality 95% and price $1010; option E has 
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quality 84% and price $900; option A' has quality 61% and price $690; option B' has 
quality 94% and price $1110. An item is dominated by another item if it has both 
lower quality and higher price. Thus, A' is dominated by A but not by B, whereas B' is 
dominated by B but not by A. The target, denoted T, is the item that dominates the 
decoy, denoted D; there is no domination relationship between the competitor, C, and 
the decoy. Hence in the bottom left trial, the target is A (quality 72% and price $680), 
the decoy is A’ (61%, $690) and the competitor is B (95%, $1010). In the bottom right 
trial, B (95%, $1010) is the target, B’ (94%, $1110) the decoy and A (72%, $680) the 
competitor. 

Figure 1b Percentage of preference reversals and anti choices. The figure is a 
participant-by-participant breakdown of the percentage of preference reversals and 
anti choices of decoy trials (in descending order of the former). Preference reversals 
occur when A is chosen from {A, B, A’} and B from {A, B, B’} whereas anti choices 
occur when B is chosen from {A, B, A’} and A from {A, B, B’}. The average 
percentage of preference reversals was 16.41 and that of anti choices was 2.05 over 
all 32 participants. Two participants had neither preference reversals nor anti choices. 

Figure 1c Response times were shorter in Along trials than in Against trials. In 
consistent trials, the response times were significantly shorter when choices are along 
the decoy than when they are against the decoy. The figure is a participant-by-
participant breakdown of the percentage decrease of RT in Along trials compared with 
Against trials (in descending order). The average percentage decrease of RT over all 
32 participants was 16.20. The percentage decrease of RT is the difference of RT in 
Against trials and Along trials divided by the average of them in percentage. 



Figure 2 

Figure 2a The left striatum was more active Along than Against in consistent trials 
(y=8) [P<0.05 at whole-brain cluster correction with a t threshold of 3.40 and an 
extent of 398 voxels] (SI, S4.1 and table S1). 

Figure 2b The left striatum (y=8) correlated parametrically with the estimated 
intrinsic utility of the chosen option positively [P<0.05 at whole-brain cluster 
correction with a t threshold of 3.40 and an extent of 248 voxels] (SI, S4.2 and table 
S2). 

Figure 2c Positive correlation between the number of preference reversals and the 
differential striatum activity Along versus Against. The robust regression slope is 
0.015 and the p-value (two-tailed) is 0.057. The putamen activity is based on a 4-mm 
sphere centered at (-18, 8, 0). For other peak voxels of striatum, see SI, S4.3, table S5 
and figure S2. 

Figure 2d Positive correlation between the estimated µ and the differential striatum 
activity Along versus Against. The robust regression slope is 0.447 and the p-value 
(two-tailed) is 0.006. The putamen activity is based on a 4-mm sphere centered at 
(-18, 8, 0). For other peak voxels of striatum, see SI, S4.3, table S5 and figure S2. 
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Figure 3 

Figure 3a Strong positive correlation between the number of preference reversals and 
the estimated µ. The Pearson correlation coefficient is 0.610. The robust regression 
slope is 0.027 and the p-value (two-tailed) is 0.001. For other correlations, see SI, 
S4.5, table S6 and figure S3. 

Figure 3b The left inferior parietal lobule (IPL) was more active in Weak trials than in 
Strong trials (y=-40) [P<0.05 at whole-brain cluster correction with a t threshold of 
3.40 and an extent of 461 voxels] (SI, S4.6 and table S7). 

Figure 3c The left IPL activity parametrically tracked the trial-by-trial decoy effect 
d(t) negatively (y=-40) [P<0.05 at whole-brain cluster correction with a t threshold of 
3.40 and an extent of 185 voxels] (SI, S4.6 and table S8). 
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Figure 4 

Figure 4a The right inferior frontal gyrus (rIFG) exhibited stronger functional 
connectivity with the IPL in Conflict trials than in NoConflict trials (y=16) [P<0.05 at 
whole-brain cluster correction with a t threshold of 3.40 and an extent of 342 voxels] 
(SI, S4.8 and table S13). The psychophysiological interaction is based on a 4-mm 
sphere of IPL centered at (-40, -40, 46). 

Figure 4b The left striatum exhibited stronger functional connectivity with the rIFG in 
Against than in Along of Conflict trials (y=8) [P<0.05 at whole-brain cluster 
correction with a t threshold of 3.41 and an extent of 188 voxels] (SI, S4.9 and table 
S14). The psychophysiological interaction is based on a 4-mm sphere of rIFG 
centered at (60, 16, 22). 

Figure 4c Percentage of preference reversals of the rIFG TMS group was larger than 
that of the vertex TMS group. The figure is a participant-by-participant breakdown of 
the percentage of preference reversals of decoy trials (in descending order), in the IFG 
group and in the vertex group, respectively. The average percentage of preference 
reversals was 25.30 for the IFG group and 18.72 for the vertex group. Three vertex 
participants had no preference reversals (SI, S5.7). 
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Figure 4d Percentage decrease of response time was larger in the rIFG TMS group 
than in the vertex TMS group. In consistent trials, the response times were 
significantly shorter when choices are along the decoy than when they are against the 
decoy, and this was even more so in the IFG group than in the vertex group. The 
figure is a participant-by-participant breakdown of the percentage decrease of RT in 
Along trials compared with Against trials (in descending order), of the IFG group and 
the vertex group, respectively. The average percentage decrease of RT over all IFG 
participants was 19.22 and that over all vertex participants was 9.05. The percentage 
decrease of RT is the difference of RT in Against trials and Along trials divided by the 
average of them in percentage (SI, S5.8). 


